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Introduction 
Let M, N be ideals of a Lie algebra G over a commutative ring A, such that 
G=M+N. The object of this paper is to obtain an isomorphism 
H2(G) = ker(G^ G ~ G) (1) 
and a six-term exact sequence 
ker(MAN--+ G)--* H2(G) --+ H2(G/M) ~ H2(G/N)-+ M NN/[M, N] 
H~(G)~ H~(G/M)t~ H~(G/N)~O. (2) 
Here Hn(G) denotes the nth homology of G with coefficients in A, and the symbol 
A denotes a non-abelian exterior product which we introduce below. 
By taking M= G we can reduce (2) to obtain the exact sequence 
ker(G AN--* G)~ H2(G) ~ H2(G/N)-~ N/[G, N] 
~ H~(G)~ H~(G/N)~O, (3) 
the first five terms of which are well known. 
Isomorphism (1) is the Lie algebra nalogue of a group-theoretic result of Miller 
[5]. A group-theoretic version of the exact sequence (2) has been obtained in [1] by 
topological methods, and more recently in [3] by purely algebraic methods. 
I. Exterior products 
Throughout this paper we shall use the term Lie algebra to mean a Lie algebra 
over some fLxed commutative ring A. 
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Let M, N be ideals of a Lie algebra G. We define the exterior product of M with 
Nto  be the Lie algebra MAN generated by the symbols man with m eM, n eNsub.  
ject to the relations 
a(mAn) = amAn = mAan, 
(m + m')An = man + m'An, 
mA(n + n') = mAn + man', 
[m, m']An = mA[m', n] + m'A [n, m], 
mA[n, n'] = [n; m]An + [m, n]An', 
[mAn, m'An'] = [m, n]A[m; n'], 
m An = 0 whenever m = n, 
for all aeA,  m,m'eM,  n,n'eN. 
A more general construction M'AN'  is given in 
modules M;  N'. 
(4) 
(5) 
(5') 
(6) 
(6') 
(7) 
(8) 
[2] for arbitrary crossed G- 
The exterior product can also be defined by its universal property: given a Lie 
algebra H and a function h :MxN~H,  we shall say that h is an exterior pairing 
if, for all aeA,  m, m'eM,  n, n 'eN,  
h(am, n) = h(m, an) = ah(m, n), 
h(m + m; n) = h(m, n) + h(m', n), 
h(m, n + n') = h(m, n) + h(m, n'), 
h([m, m'],n) = h(m, [m', n])+ h(m', [n, m]), 
h(m, [n, n']) = h([n', m], n) + h([m, n], n'), 
[h(m, n), h(m" n')] = h([m, n], [m; n']), 
h(m, n) = 0 whenever m = n; 
(9) 
(10 
(10') 
(11) 
(11') 
(12) 
03) 
the function MxN~M^N,  (m, n)~mAn is the universal exterior pairing from 
MxN.  
Note that the function MxN-+G,  (m,n)~.[m,n] is an example of an exterior 
pairing. We shall denote by [, ] :MAN--* G the homomorphism induced by this 
pairing. 
Given ideals M" N'  of G such that M" is contained in M and N" is contained in 
N, there is a canonical homomorphism M'AN'-*MAN. We shall denote the image 
of this homomorphism by (M'AN')M,N. 
Proposition 1.1. Let K be an ideal o f  G which is contained in the intersection M NN. 
Then there is a canonical isomorphism 
(M/K) A (N/K) = MAN/ (M^K)M " N + (K AN)M "N" 
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The proof consists of a routine verification of the universal property of the ex- 
terior product, which we leave to the reader. 
In readiness for the proof of the following proposition we recall the construction 
of a free Lie algebra. Given a set X=X1,  let Xn be the disjoint union of the sets 
Xp x Xq with p + q = n for n > 1, and take mag(X) to be the disjoint union of the 
sets Xn. The canonical maps Xp x Xq--* Xp + q >-~ mag(X) induce a multiplication 
mag(X) x mag(X)--* mag(X). The free A-algebra on X denoted by alg(X), has as 
elements the finite sums ~,aioi with a ieA,  oi~mag(X); the multiplication in 
alg(X) extends the multiplication i mag(X). Let I be the ideal of alg(X) generated 
by the elements 
act (14) 
and 
(aa')a" + (a' a")a + (a" a)a' (15) 
with a, a" a n e alg(X). The quotient algebra alg(X)/I is the free Lie algebra on X, 
which we denote by F(X). 
Note that any Lie algebra G be can be considered as an ideal of itself and hence 
the exterior product GAG is always defined. 
Proposition 1.2. Let F=F(X)  be the free Lie algebra on some set X. Then the 
homomorphism [, ] : FAF-* F is injective. 
Proof. Let alg(X)alg(X) be the ideal of alg(X) consisting of the elements ~: aiuiv i
with aiEA, u i, oiEmag(X). We can construct an A-algebra homomorphism 
(p:alg(X)alg(X)~F^F, ~, aiuioi ~. ~ ai(uiAoi). Note that relation (7) is needed to 
ensure that 0 preserves the algebra multiplication. Now the ideal I generated by the 
elements (14) and (15) is contained in alg(X)alg(X). We shall show that 0 an- 
nihilates I, and hence induces an inverse to the restricted map [, ] :F^F--, [F, F]. 
If ¢ = F. ai oi ~ alg(X), then 
aOt = .~. aiaiajaj(oio j + oyoi) + ~ aiaioio i. 
t , j  i 
Now relations (5), (5') and (8) imply the relation 
mAn+nAm=O.  (16) 
[m, m']An + [m; nlAm + [n, m]Am'=O. 
It follows that ¢((aa')a n + (a'a")a + (a"a)a') = 0. [] 
It follows that O(aa)= O. 
If a= ~, aioi, Ol'= ~ ajvj, an= ~ a~o~  alg(X), then 
(¢tot')ot ~+ (ot'otn)ot + (of ot)a'= ~ aiaja~((vivj)o ~ + (vjv~)o i + (v~oi)vj). 
~j,k 
Now relations (6) and (16) imply the relation 
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2, The proof of (1) and (2) 
Let R >-*F--~ G be a short exact sequence of Lie algebras in which F is free. Us- 
ing Propositions 1.1 and 1.2 we obtain an isomorphism 
GAG-- [F, F]/[F, R]. 
The isomorphism (1) follows immediately from the Hopf type formula (see for ex- 
ample [4]) 
H2(G) ~ R n [F, F]/[F, R]. 
We shall say that a chain complex C = { Cn, dn} of Lie algebras is normal if, for 
each n, the image of dn is an ideal of the kernel of tin_ I- If C is a normal chain 
complex, then we can define H.(C)= ker(d.)/im(dn+]). 
Lemma 2.1. Let ¢ : C--*C" q/: C--*C" be surjective chain maps of normal chain 
complexes, uch that Ca = ker(¢,) + ker(q/n) for all n. Let D be the sub-complex of
C obtained by setting D n = ker(¢n)nker(q/,). Then there is a long exact sequence 
"-+ Hn(D ) "+ I-In(C ) "* Hn(C') @ Hn(C")  "+ H n _ I(.D) "~. 
The proof of this is easy and we omit it. 
Suppose now that M, Nare ideals of G such that G=M+N. We can construct normal 
chain complexes C= {O-,GAG['--~G--,O}, C'= {O-,(G/M)A(G/M)['--~G/M-,O}, 
C#= {0~ (G/N)A(G/N) [' ~ G/N--,O}. It follows from Lemma 2.1 and isomorphism 
(1) that there is an exact sequence 
0--, H,(D) --, H2(O)--, H,(O/M) ¢ H2(O/N)--, HI (D) 
--* H I (G ) --* H~ (G/M) (~ 1-11 (G/N) --* O. 
Here D is the subcomplex {0 -, (G AM)e, o n (G AN)e, o --' Me3 N--, 0}. 
Lemma 2.2. (GAM)o, o A (GAN)o, o = (MAN)e, c- 
Proof. Clearly (MAN)6, c C (GAM)o,o n (GAN)o, o. Conversely, suppose given 
an element x in (GAMr)o, oA(GAN)G,G . Now G=M+N and so x can be written 
as a sum x=xo+x] with x0 in (MAN)o, o and x~ in (M^M)o, oA(GAN)o,o. It 
follows from the isomorphism G/N=M/MANand Proposition 1.1 that there is an 
isomorphism (G/N)A(G/N)=MAM/(MA(MAN))M,M. The element xl clearly 
lies in the kernel of the canonical composite map GAG--,(G/N)A(G/N)--,MAM/ 
(MA(MAN))M,M. Hence xl lies in (MA(MAN))o,o. It follows that x lies in 
(MAN)o, o. []  
This lemma gives us that HI(D)=MANI[M,N]; and that there is a surjective 
map ker(MAN['--[ G)-'H2(D), .Thus the exact sequence (2) is proved. 
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3. Remarks 
(i) By omitting relation (8) in the above definition of the exterior product MAN, 
we obtain the notion of a non-abelian tensor product M®N. Since there is clearly 
a surjective homomorphism ker(M ® N [' ~ G) --, ker(MAN [' ~ G), it follows from 
(3) that a short exact sequence of Lie algebras N)-, G--~ Q gives rise to a six-term 
exact sequence 
ker~G®N [ AG )--, H2(G)--, H2(Q)--, N/[G, N]-, HI(G)-, HI(Q)-,O. 
\ / 
If N is central in G, then ker(G®N['--~G) is isomorphic to the standard tensor 
product of A-modules Gab~)N.  The term GabON is the Lie algebra analogue of 
the group-theoretic 'Ganea term' (see [4]). 
(ii) In [1] the group-theoretic analogue of (2) is extended to the left by two terms. 
It is reasonable to conjecture that the Lie algebra version can similarly be extended. 
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